
Job Description 
 

 

Position:    Sales Administrator - Starts Team 

Reports to:    Training and Compliance Administrator Team Leader  

 

The purpose of your position: 

As Sales Administrator at Parenta, your role will be to deliver accurate and timely administrative 
support, ensuring that apprenticeship enrolment packs are completed accurately in line with our 
quality standards and are compliant with our funding criteria. You will be responsible for updating 
our relevant CRM systems in an accurate and timely manner.  
 

Position expectations: 

 
Administration  
 

 Reviewing packs thoroughly and chasing missing information, signatures and documents 
within 24 hours of receipt  

 Ensuring received paperwork is completed fully, accurately and is compliant with funding 
criteria, as set by each funder 

 Entering data from the enrolment pack into a variety of systems accurately and efficiently 
 Confirming payment information and flagging any anomalies 
 Reviewing non-compliance reports. Correct non-compliance issues in a timely manner 
 Sending out the appropriate/ up to date enrolment paperwork without errors  
 Ensuring outstanding paperwork is chased effectively and with adequate urgency (5 days). 
 Ensuring accurate and timely updating of task records within the company CRM 
 Ensuring Employer Reference Numbers are requested for new businesses 
 Keeping employers and learners updated on the progress of their application 
 Assisting other members of the wider Admin team as and when necessary  
 Complying with the data protection rules at all times.  

 
Self-development  
 

 Taking full ownership of all work assigned, ensuring it is completed in-line with agreed time 
frames and to company standards 

 Asking senior colleagues questions to gain a better understanding of areas where you may 
require extra support, coaching and development  

 Working alongside other teams within the company to achieve the overall goals of Parenta 

 Willingness to take on tasks that take you out of your comfort zone.  
 
 

Why you were selected: 

 

 Experience in an administrative capacity and within a like-for-like environment  

 Good IT skills 

 Good team player and willingness to support others  

 Good telephone manner and the confidence to politely convey urgency to clients and 
learners  

 Able to communicate with all levels in writing and via the telephone 

 Ability to thrive on change and adapt accordingly 

 Ability to work under tight deadlines and to prioritise under pressure 

 High levels of accuracy, attention to detail and the ability to identify even the smallest of 
errors    



Job Description 
 

 

 

 Good organisation skills with the ability to multi-task and manage changing priorities  

 Self-motivated and driven to meet targets  

 Embodies the Parenta 4C’s: 
Demonstrates Commitment to goals and personal growth  
Not afraid to Challenge something that doesn’t work and confident to share new ideas  
Works Collaboratively with others 
Connected to and passionate about your profession and Parenta’s vision.  

 

Additional requirements: 

 
 This document is neither contractual nor exhaustive and may be amended to meet the 

needs of the business. 
 From time to time, you may be required to carry out tasks that fall outside of your position’s 

remit. 
 Within reason, you may be required to work outside of your standard contracted hours to 

meet the needs of the business. 
 As part of your ongoing development, you may be required to undertake training in order to 

meet the requirements of your role.  
 Parenta is committed to promoting and safeguarding the welfare of all children and young 

people. You must be willing to undergo child protection screening, including checks with 
previous employers and the Disclosure & Barring Service (DBS). 

 

Acknowledgement 

By signing this document, I confirm as follows: 

 I have read and understood the requirements of this position. 

 I am competent to hold and perform all the responsibilities listed. 

 I agree to perform fully, effectively and to the best of my abilities the tasks, responsibilities 

and duties listed.  

 I understand I must complete the required training for this position. 

Colleague’s name: Colleague’s signature: Date: 

 
 

  

Manager’s name: Manager’s signature: Date: 

 
 

  


